Politomic Erased Respondent Method (PERM) for the joint assessment of two dichotomous characteristics, with an application to the polydrug use of cocaine and cannabis by simulation.
The recently introduced ERM (Erased Respondent Method) allows the prevalence of a characteristic to be estimated in a certain population by using the results obtained from groups of subjects rather than the data from single subjects. In the case of qualitative analytical surveys, the method allows the said prevalence to be estimated on the basis of the results derived from the analyses of pools of single samples. In this way, the knowledge of the individual data is not longer needed for the purpose of the estimates. This is particularly useful when there is sensitive data. In this work, it is shown how the ERM can also be applied to polytomic-type responses (e.g. negative, positive to A, positive to B, positive to A and B) in relation to qualitative analytical surveys. It is therefore possible to also estimate the prevalence of positive subjects to more characteristics on the basis of this extension of the ERM, we named it PERM (Politomic ERM). An application of the method is given by simulation in this work: an hypothetical street check in which one can estimate the prevalence of drivers under the influence of cocaine and/or cannabis (estimate of the prevalence of the users of a single substance and the prevalence of polydrug users). An important application of the method seems up to now to be in the casual street monitoring of the driver of a vehicle under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs of abuse.